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Monitor Koorui 27E3QK 27" 2560x1440px 240Hz
Marvel at every pixel with Koorui. The 27E3QK gaming monitor offers exceptional image quality with QHD resolution, smoothness with
240 Hz refresh rate and vivid,  authentic  colors.  With  its  wide viewing angles,  VESA compatibility  and universal  interface,  it's  ready to
become the center of your work and entertainment space.
 
High image quality
QHD  (2560x1440)  resolution  not  only  provides  a  larger  workspace,  but  also  sharpens  every  detail  -  from  text  to  photos,  videos  and
games. Smoother edges,  more realistic  images,  deeper and more saturated colors.  Whether you're working on a presentation,  editing
photos or indulging in a game, you can count on picture clarity at the highest level.
 
Smooth motion
With a refresh rate of 240 Hz, the Koorui 27E3QK makes animations and dynamic scenes delightfully smooth. You can forget about the
ghosting effect - now even the most fast-paced action will run smoothly! This is an excellent choice for gamers, professionals and anyone
who appreciates quality.
 
Wide color spectrum
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With  100%  sRGB  color  space  and  a  color  palette  that  includes  16.7  million  shades,  the  monitor  offers  vivid  and  realistic  color
reproduction. Watch movies, work on graphics or indulge in your favorite game and get immersed in a world of images!
 
Universal mounting
Compatibility  with the VESA standard (75 x 75 mm) makes the monitor  ready for  mounting on a variety  of  mounts  -  from the wall  to
specialized workstations. What's more, you can customize its positioning - vertically, horizontally, the choice is yours! Work with it the
way you like!
 
Wide compatibility
The monitor offers a universal interface that will allow you to use it in many ways. Two HDMI 2.0 ports are ready to handle high-definition
multimedia sources, offering smooth and precise images in any situation. The DP 1.4 port provides the fastest data transfer, being great
for professional applications and gaming. The audio connector allows the connection of external speakers or headphones, enhancing the
audiovisual experience. The Koorui 27E3QK provides versatility and top quality without compromise!
 
Included
27E3QK monitor
Power cable
DisplayPort cable
Manufacturer
Koorui
Model
27E3QK
Dimensions
27''
Brightness
250 cd/m²
Matrix
IPS
Resolution
QHD 2560x1440
Refresh rate
240 Hz
Response time
1 ms
Viewing angle
178°
Color
Black
VESA
75 x 75 mm
Interface
2 x HDMI 2.0, DP 1.4, Audio, DC 1.4
Color space
sRGB 100%, DCI-P3 90%
Color depth
8 bits
Color range
16.7 million
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Contrast
1000:1
Dynamic contrast
200000000:1
Available modes
RTS, FPS
Additional features
Flicker free, Adaptive Sync, Eye saver mode, HDR, Blue light filter
Energy class
F

Price:

€ 406.99

IT Accessories, Displays
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